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Heather Atkinson
Bad Blood

If you can't trust your family, who can you trust...? 
Glasgow gangster Jamie Gray and his fellow Blood Brothers rule the Gallowburn Estate with an iron fist. No one 
messes around on their turf without consequences. But when Jamie's erstwhile dad, Jason Gray, reappears after many 
years away – some of them spent behind bars – the Blood Brothers are drawn into the murky and dangerous world 
of the toughest gangster of them all – The Queen of Glasgow, Toni McVay. Toni is the head of the most powerful 
organised crime family in Scotland and, as the psychotic leader enjoys scooping out the eyeballs of those who displease 
her, Jamie has no option but to do her bidding. With the love of his life Allegra still missing, his enemies closing in, and 
his family's safety at risk, Jamie Gray faces the battle of his life. But with his father's bad blood running through his 
veins, and the bravery and brains he has inherited from his mother Jackie, Jamie has all the tools he needs to survive.
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Claire Calman
A Second-Hand Husband

Natalie and Carl are newlyweds, but the honeymoon period is over already. Carl has just announced he has bought 
their first home at auction without telling Natalie where it is, never mind showing her a picture of it. Natalie is horrified 
to discover that the dream home is in Little Wyford, mere minutes away from Carl's ex-wife Antonia. And to make 
matters worse, Antonia's palatial country mansion has a fully-functioning roof (and a heated swimming pool!), unlike 
the ramshackle cottage Carl has bought for them...

Antonia is Little Wyford's Queen Bee, mistress of the book club, organiser of the Christmas Fair and leader of the 
ladies-who-lunch. No matter how hard she tries, Natalie just doesn't fit in, and when Antonia insists on referring to 
Carl as 'Our Husband', Natalie's dreams of happily-ever-after take another nose dive. Second-hand furniture has much 
to recommend it, especially when doing up a country cottage, second-hand clothes can be ever-so chic, but second-
hand husbands are proving to be a very bad idea indeed... 

Can Natalie ever escape the label of Wife Number Two or is she destined to share her husband forever?
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Crime  Read by Angus King    Playing Time: 11 hours 30 mins LP: Available
 

General Fiction Read by Tilly Vosburgh  Playing Time: 11 hours 29 mins  LP: Available
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Shari Low
One Summer Sunrise

As the sun rises on a hot summer's day, four lives are about to be changed forever... 
Today, Maisie McTeer decides to track down the ex who jilted her at the altar. Today, she'll find out that revisiting the 
past can also rewrite her future. 

After losing her husband, Harriet Bassett can no longer bear her lonely life. Today, a familiar face in a crowd will spark 
a quest to discover if there's something and someone worth living for. 

Scott and Kelly Bassett's daughter is leaving home. Today, Scott plans to tell Kelly that he's ending their marriage to 
pursue his rock and roll dreams. However, Kelly, has a bombshell of her own. How will Scott react to the news that a 
new arrival is on the way to fill their empty nest? 

Between sunrise and sunset, there's love, heartbreak, laughter and tears, but who will find happiness at the end of 
the day?
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Owen Mullen
The Wronged

A complex case of missing persons draws Scottish PI Charlie Cameron into Glasgow's deadly 
underworld... 
Private Investigator Charlie Cameron is searching for a man who disappeared after his son's suicide. When an 
unidentified body turns up at the morgue, Cameron is sure it's another case closed. But the body laid out on the slab 
isn't the man he's looking for. And it isn't a stranger. Suddenly, a routine investigation becomes a desperate fight for 
survival. As Charlie is dragged deeper into Glasgow's criminal underbelly, he gets dangerously close to a notorious 
gangster named Jimmy Rafferty. Now Rafferty wants Cameron to hunt for something that may be impossible to find. 
And disappointing Jimmy Rafferty is not an option...
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Frances Evesham
A Racing Murder

A winning horse. A fierce rivalry. A sudden death... 
Belinda Sandford thrills to the cheers of the crowd as her beautiful grey racehorse, 'Butterfly Charm', thunders past the 
finishing post first at Wincanton Racecourse. She feels like the luckiest girl in the world.

But joy soon turns to despair as a stewards' enquiry overturns the result and awards the race to her long-time rival, 
Alexandra Deacon. When Alex is found dead in suspicious circumstances, a host of accusing eyes turn to Belinda 
and her distraught mother begs Adam Hennessy, her neighbour, retired police officer and publican, to help clear her 
daughter's name. As Adam, and local hotelier Imogen Bishop, dig deep into the murky and powerful undercurrents 
of the horse racing world, they lay bare the lives and loves of local jockeys, grooms, trainers and owners. They soon 
uncover a web of secrets hidden within the spectacular Somerset countryside as they strive to find the killer in time 
to prevent more murders.
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General Fiction Read by Helen McAlpine  Playing Time: 9 hours 23 mins  LP: Available

Thriller Read by Angus King      Playing Time: 8 hours 38 mins  LP: Available
          

Mystery Read by Charlotte Strevens Playing Time: 7 hours 18 mins  LP: Available

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800487192
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781801620536
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800480674
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800480735
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781801620604
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800487147
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Mary Grand
The Island

The Island – where everyone knows everyone, and secrets are impossible to keep... 
Juliet has returned to the Isle of Wight from years abroad to visit her sick father and to be reunited with her three 
sisters – Cassie, a professional musician who seems to have lost her way in life, Mira, who is profoundly deaf, is married 
to the local vicar but their relationship is falling apart, and Rosalind, glamorous and charming but now deeply unhappy 
and secretive about her life.  

As Juliet's father lies dying, he issues her with a warning. There is a killer on the loose, and they may be closer than 
she can ever imagine. He anxiously tells Juliet that he confided a family secret in son-in-law Rhys, and now regrets 
ever saying a word. Days later, as the clock strikes one in the morning, a man comes out of Rhys's church, walks along 
the path and is run down by a car driven by an unidentified person. When the finger of suspicion points to Juliet, she 
realises the only way to clear her name is to uncover the secrets her family has been keeping from her for years. But 
with a killer on the loose, danger is getting closer all the time...
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Caroline Finnerty
The Last Days Of Us

They say if you love someone, you have to let them go. But what if it's your child? 
All Sarah McIntyre has ever wanted was a loving, happy family. So when her husband JP announces on Christmas Day 
that he is leaving her and their two children, 9 year old Harry and 4 year old Robyn, Sarah is left reeling. But things 
are set to get worse when Robyn is diagnosed with an aggressive brain tumour. 

Can JP and Sarah unite to fight their biggest battle yet? Or will they be on opposing sides once again? 

With the couple at loggerheads and with Robyn's condition deteriorating day-by-day, precious time is running out and 
JP is getting desperate...
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Lizzie Lane
Dark Days For The Tobacco Girls

Bristol 1940 

The Tobacco Girls cling together as they realise that the clouds of war are turning dark, the world is becoming more 
dangerous and their lives more unpredictable.

Bridget Milligan's big, happy family fragments when her siblings are evacuated to North Devon, then a letter from 
America further fills her with dismay. 

Maisie Miles safe haven from both Eddie Bridgeman and her father is jeopardised and she is forced to move on, but 
where to this time?  

Phyllis Mason is struck down by tragedy and her life spirals downwards into despair until a new horizon beckons, but 
also perhaps great danger... 

Regardless of the rationing, shortages and an ever-worsening situation, The Tobacco Girls all pull together and hope 
for better days to come.
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General Fiction  Read by Avena Wallace Playing Time: 8 hours 39 mins  LP: Available

Family Saga  Read by Anne Dover Playing Time: 8 hours 39 mins  LP: Available

Thriller Read by Karen Cass Playing Time: 11 hours 59 mins  LP: Available

https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781801625289
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800484924
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800481763
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800481817
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781800485006
https://www.ulverscroft.com/title.php?countryCode=CA&sqlCmd=isbn%3D9781801625234
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Owen Mullen
Insider

Someone's playing both sides and now they have a score to settle...
When the family business is crime, you can never be sure who to trust. And when three of their businesses are hit in 
one night, the notorious Glass family close ranks. Either someone is sending them a message or a war is coming...

With trouble coming from all sides, the heads of the Glass family have more than enough to deal with, but all bets are 
off when a stranger from the past enters the game, causing division and mistrust. Crooked cops, rival gangs and old 
enemies are bad enough, but when the trouble comes from the inside, loyalties are tested, with deadly consequences.

Thriller Read by Andy Watkins Playing Time: 10 hours 6 mins  LP: Available
LP
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